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TASK 1
MONOLOGUE

� Please introduce yourself briefly to the other candidate.
� Use at least three of the ideas below.
� You can add your own personal ideas.
� Talk for about 3.30-4 minutes.

FUTURE SHOCK�
�

�

�
�

� Scientific breakthroughs

� Future urban spaces

� Communication technology to come

� The future workplace

TASK 2
DIALOGUE

� Listen to your partner, take part and avoid short answers.
� Use the ideas below.
� Your conversation should last about 6-7 minutes.

PRODUCTIVITY PAYS�

�

You and your colleague (Candidate B) overhear your boss saying someone’s salary should
depend on how productive they are. This triggers a discussion between you and your
partner on the connection there should or should not be between productivity at work and
salary. Discuss the following points and state your opinion freely. You start the conversation.

�����

�
�

� Productivity-based salaries

� Productivity as the sole aim of a company

� Time management

� The value of experience�

�

SET 1 CANDIDATE A
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TASK 2
DIALOGUE

� Listen to your partner, take part and avoid short answers.
� Use the ideas below.
� Your conversation should last about 6-7 minutes.

PRODUCTIVITY PAYS�

�

You and your colleague (Candidate A) overhear your boss saying someone’s salary should
depend on how productive they are. This triggers a discussion between you and your
partner on the connection there should or should not be between productivity at work and
salary. Discuss the following points and state your opinion freely. Candidate A starts the
conversation.
�

�
�

� Productivity-based salaries

� Productivity as the sole aim of a company

� Time management

� The value of experience�

�

TASK 1
MONOLOGUE

� Please introduce yourself briefly to the other candidate.
� Use at least three of the ideas below.
� You can add your own personal ideas.
� Talk for about 3.30-4 minutes.

PICTURE PERFECT�
�

�

�
�

� Appearance in today’s society

� The pressure of social media

� Over obsession

� Fake lives

SET 1 CANDIDATE B


